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Strange Bedfellows
Six years ago this September the Student Council
annihilated Loci, the student Fine Arts publication, and approved the new publication Calvin
Dialogue: A Journal of Calvin Community Expression. The acting student council president
promised Chimes' investigative reporter, "Wait
until after the faculty approves it. Then you'll get
the whole story." The whole story never surfaced.
Six years later, an observer can only make educated guesses as to the actual circumstances of
Dialogue's birth. If the observer remembers that
Loci was trashed the September after the controversial '67-'68 year for publications and that the
editor of Loci was not offered the editorship of
Dialogue, his guesses may come closer to the truth
of the situation. At least closer than the financial
feasibility and low readership excuses given then.
Six years ago Dialogue 's constitution was written. Dialogue was to be a joint student-faculty
effort headed by a student editor-in-chief. All possible material would be divided into four areas,
each area headed by an associate faculty editor
and an associate student editor.
No sooner were the faculty associate editors
appointed, than statements were made such as "the
publication having been initiated by students
would remain as much a student operation as possible'' and that ''preference would be given to student writings since faculty have the opportunity to
publish elsewhere." Dialogue was never the joint
student-faculty publication its originators h~d intended. It should be noted that there were no
complaints about the way Dialogue evolved. The
greatest effort made to consider the gap between
the Dialogue constitution and Dialogue reality was
a yearly meeting where the faculty gave their verbal approval to the "way things were going." No
real changes have been made for the last four or
five years except for more issues per year and a
bigger yearly budget. No changes until this year.
This year Dialogue is to be restructured on the
constitutional guidelines.
This change in policy was characterized by the
same attitudes that have marked the history of
1
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publications at Calvin. Since the beginning of
Chimes it seems that the students have viewed the
roles of faculty and administration as those of
keepers of the constituents' favor and bankbooks,
and the faculty and administration have viewed the
role of students. on publications as that of dare
devil antagonists. Fear, distrust, and paranoia have
been the prevalent attitudes surrounding publication at Calvin for so long they might be called a
tradition. Dialogue of 1968, in an ass-backwards
way, was an attempt to dispel these attitudes .
Dialogue of 197 4 will try again.
Perhaps this is the year we will start talking
about "good editors" instead of "safe editors," of
"doing it" instead of "getting away with it." Or
perhaps this year we will learn instead that polarization of the student and faculty /administration
exists because it is necessary. On the chance that
we will learn to know each other and work with
each other, we will put forth an honest effort to
make this joint student-faculty venture work.
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MASS COMMUNICATION;
A Proposal for Christian Collegiate Study
TOM OZINGA
Today, mass media no longer simply report news;
they themselves have become news. Advertisingthe massive, heavily researched industry that pays
the bills for other mass communication activitieshas repeatedly been identified as a major influence
in American society. Psychologist Erich Fromm
said in a recent television documentary that advertising has influenced Americans to seek satisfaction
and love from gadgets rather than from meaningful
interaction with other people. Political commentary in mass communication has become most controversial: the Supreme Court in June struck down
a Florida law giving political candidates free newspaper space to reply to criticism by the paper.
Even newsreporting itself is a focus of concern: the
Presidential Commission on Civil Disorders found
important discrepancies between what actually
happened in riot-struck cities and what newspapers, radio, and television said about the riots.
Mass Communication Theory
A relative newcomer to academia, mass communication is part of another new, but broader, perspective that views human behavior as communication. Development of mass communication as an
area of study was necessitated by cultural changes.
Scholarly interest in mass communication was an
inevitable response to the unmistakable power of
mass-transmitted communication events to shape
public opinion. For example, Franklin Roosevelt's
fireside chats or Gerald Ford's swearing-in speech
generated telephone and mail responses that inundated the White House and offices of other public
officals, thereby shaping opinion. Because those
events were instantaneously transmitted to masses
of citizens who themselves had access to efficient
media that transmitted their reactions, the President's words had impact on almost the entire nation. Similarly, it was no coincidence that commissioners in a Florida city, who had fired their blunt,
environmentalist city manager, rehired him a few
weeks after CBS's "60 Minutes" sym~athetically
described his work.
!
Scholars soon discovered that it was no simple
matter to learn exactly why mass communication
had such powerful impact. One early radio event
demonstrated well the complexities o{ mass communication's effect. Orson Welles' 1938 "War of
the Worlds" radio drama produced genuine terror
in thousands of listeners. Apparently ~ew actually
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absorbed the explicit identification of the show as
a Holloween spoof. Nor did many listeners bother
to spin the radio dial to confirm that what they
were hearing was accurate. Instead, frantic listeners
overloaded the police and fire department switchboards-io say nothing of the CBS switchboard.
Simplistic explanations for the radio scare soon
followed. How stupid some people could be!
Imagine, fooled by a radio play! But several mass
communication researchers were not content with
sensationalizing; the mass reaction was a clue to
something very important. Therefore they interviewed hundreds of listeners to determine just
what those who had been deluded by the scare had
actually been thinking before, during, and after the
broadcast. The researchers concluded that the
spoof's devastating power came in part from the
cultural environment: prior to the broadcast many
Americans were in a state of fear because of the
war scares attendant upon events in Hitler's armed
and dangerous Germany; the Great Depression,
though slightly abated, still had considerable unsettling impact on millions of American families. In
this context, an invasion from Mars seemed credible to many listeners.
In the Seventies it is easy to dismiss the 1938
scare as a response from people who were unsophisticated receivers of mass communication.
Surely modern mass media audiences have become
far more sophisticated and are no longer gullible.
Not so. On April 3, 1971, a letter to the editor
from "K Jason Sitewell" appeared in the Saturday
Review, a periodical that prides itself on having
sophisticated, intelligent readers. Sitewell, a name
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that had apreared before in SR, usually around
April Fool's Day, urged readers to oppose HR
6142, a bill "introduced by Representative A F
Day and co-sponsored by some forty members of
the House." (Note the congressman's initials and
name.) The stated purpose of this bill was to restrict the size of private parks and to democratize
sparsely-used public parks. Sitewell charged that
the bill's hidden purpose was to abolish golf. He
knew that Congressman Day had a fierce hatred of
golf because his grandfather had died in a sand trap
from "massive exasperation" and his father had
died from shock of hitting 19 balls into a pond in
front of a par-three green. Sitewell called upon all
friends of golf to rally to the defense of the game
and defeat HR 6142.
As with "War of the Worlds," this letter contained clues that informed alert, critical readers. It
was published around April Fool's Day. A F Day
was a non-existent congressman. The letter was
attributed to an established SR pseudonym. Bill
HR 6142 did exist, but its subject was taxes on
national banks.
Despite these clues, many readers took serious
action. Governing boards of several golf clubs held
emergency meetings. A leading golf magazine reprinted the Sitewell letter with the title "A Frightening Bill." The wife of a federal judge phoned
Saturday Review · for reprints of the letter to send
to her husband and some of his friends who were
away on a golf holiday. Norman Cousins, the
editor, reported that at least a dozen congressmen
or their assistants telephoned to say that HR 6142
was becoming a major topic of constituent mail. So

it went, until the Wall Street Journal laughingly
revealed the hoax on its front page and SR itself
confessed in its May 1 issue. Readers of Saturday
Review are generally considered to be sophisticated
and well-educated. And still at least an articulate
minority of this audience-in 1971-failed to test
the spoof against reality. To what extent did the
medium influence the readers' response?
Both the 1938 radio play and the 1971 letter
aroused strong emotions and even abruptly
changed the behavior of some persons. But the way
in which these effects were produced differs from
the immediate, reflexive response that naturally
accompanies, for example, the yelling of "fire."
The complexity of the play and the letter required
that the receiver process considerable information
and make a complicated decision. Differences
among readers also contributed to that effect.
Christian collegiate study of the theory of mass
communication must be similarly complex, detailed, and tentative. The student of mass communication not only must become familiar with factual, practical data but must also learn to evaluate
the philosophical and theoretical dimensions of
this influential human activity. Since mass communication theory at present seems dominated by
non-Christian, if not un-Christian thought, the
challenge for Christian collegiate study is great.
. Mass Communication Criticism

Christian collegiate study of mass communication also must include education of perceptive
critics of mass communication. Given the perva-
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siveness and power of the contemporary mass
media (especially when one considers not only
news gathering and reporting but also the enter- ·
tainment dimensions of radio, television, film, and
the print media), it is essential that the Christian be
sufficiently informed to make sensitive judgments
about mass communication. Like all other human
activity, every mediated message arises from a
framework
of
moral
assumptions-however
hidden-about life. Mass communication courses
can help the student identify and evalute the hidden "religious" assumptions in mass entertainment
and news.
Mass Communication Practice

Study of mass communication at Calvin must
involve a professional dimension in addition to the
theoretical and critical. The Christian Reformed
Church called for guidance and competence from
its leaders in this important dimension of contemporary life. The 1966 Synodical Committee on the
Film Arts urged not only competent, Christian
criticism of films (whether in the context of television or the movie theater) but also production of
films dealing with "a Christian approach to life and
culture which is the ideal of a Calvinistic way of
life." It is fair to generalize from this and say that
both Christian criticism of, and Christian professional work in, mass communication are a challenge that must be faced at Calvin. We can not
afford to leave informed, effective use of the mass
media to those whose love clearly is not our Lord.
We presently make poor use of mass communi-
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cation. Surely, Christian witness is not enhanced
when well-intentioned Christian speakers orate to
the microphone and resemble a beached fish on
TV. Surely, Christian education is not enhanced
when teachers expert in a field of study cannot
submit readable, interesting manuscripts to curriculum editors, cannot write concretely, and cannot
use examples. Professional courses in mass communication would benefit many whose careers
necessitate effective use of the mass media.
Some students may aspire to the glamorous but
low-salaried profession of journalism. Society badly needs reporters and editors who have an informed perspective on life, who have a sense of
moral values, who want to do more than merely
report on pseudo-events, who can intelligently
analyze and interpret, and who can resist the temptation to sensationalize. Professional courses in
mass communication within the framework of our
Christian liberal arts core would provide the aspiring journalist with both the substantive education
and the competence to enter the mass communication professions.
Though advertising and public relations deserve
their bad reputations, these professions happen to
be the main way of selling both products and
people to mass audiences in our society. Christians
can plan ads and commercials that are both interesting and honest. Public relations need not be
practiced by moral chameleons. Courses in mass
communication, taught at Calvin within the framework of our Christian liberal arts, would provide
the technical competence needed in advertising and

public relations and would stimulate concern for
the ethical dimensions of these skills.
Business students should know how to write
legitimate news about their company so that the
local newspaper can use the item on the business
page. Lacking personal expertise in writing business
news, the executive should at least know how to
gain access to the media to explain how his company is trying, for example, to protect the environment, or what management's offer to strikers is all
about. He should also be familiar with basic advertising techniques.
Conclusion
That mass communication has a powerful effect
on contemporary society is incontrovertible. That
some of these effects are undesirable, promoting
worship of the false gods of American culture
religion and materialism, demands that we of the
Reformed Christian community study mass communication both to protect ourselves from unChristian influences and to create ways to transform the God-given media into tools that serve
Christ. Christian collegiate study of mass communication, producing both critics and practitioners, is
needed at Calvin College.
Reading Suggestions
The Calvin Library's mass communication holdings are extensive. You may wish to peruse a few of the best books
and periodicals. Here are some:

1. Columbia Journalism Review has interesting articles
about both print and broadcasting. Recent titles include: "The Selling of Solzhenitsyn," "Watergate and
the Press," and "Congress and the Media: Partners in
Propaganda."
2. Film Comment offers solid, readable coverage of contemporary cinema. Recent titles include: "Sex and Sexism in the Eroduction," "Linguistics, Structuralism, and
Semiology: Approaches to the Cinema," and "Orson
Welles: Heart of Darkness."
3. Television Quarterly features articles about the most
powerful mass medium. Recent titles include: "Local
Newscasts: A Continuing Identity Crisis," "To Make
Viewers Readers," and "God and Man: Will They Ever
Meet on Sunday Television?"
4. A 1973 book by Stanford University communication
theorist Wilbur Schramm, Men, Messages, and Media,
attempts to describe mass communication's role within
the broader perspective of communication. The material
about social effects of mass communication are especially instructive. (P90 S35)
5. With stress on news performance, three bright young
assistant profs named Sandman, Rubin, and Sachsman
have written an excellent general introduction to American mass media. This 1972 book is Media: An Introductory Analysis of American Mass Communications. This
book is the basic text in Speech 230. (P92 U5 S24)
6. Though the author's knowledge of films seems to be
largely academic, Understanding Movies by Louis Giannetti is carefully organized and easy to read. Beginning
with a clear statement of the need for some basic expertise by the aspiring film critic, he gives -a breakdown of
film elements in seven sections. A good basic book in
film criticism. (PN1994 G4 7)
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Thoughts in Anticipation
of All Saint's Day
Ronald A. Wells
Christians of the Reformed tradition are uneasy
about the idea of "the church year" as practiced
by Christians of the Roman Catholic, Orthodox,
and, to a lesser extent, Aglican and Lutheran,
traditions. They do not reject out of hand all
special days of historic remembrance, but those
chosen for recognition are only those which are
very important in the history of ChristianityChristmas, Easter, and possibly Palm Sunday and
Pentecost. Beyond these Reformed Christians are
unwilling to go, lest they lapse into "the errors of
Romanism." In this essay I would like to explore
the remembrance of special days in the church
year, keying my thoughts to All Saints' Day, celebrated on November first.
Every autumn in most Protestant churches, and
in the chapel services at Calvin College, we take
note of "Reformation Day," October 31, the day
in which the Reformation "began" with Martin
Luther's nailing of the 95 Theses to the door of the
Cathedral of Wittenberg. It is good and proper that
we do so. I presume that everyone reading these
words would agree on the necessity of reformation
of the Christian church as it existed in the early
16th century. There were substantial errors in the
theory and practice of Christianity in the thenuniversal church. We quite rightly celebrate the
struggles of the early Protestants, led by Luther,
Calvin, Zwingli, Knox and Cranmer, among others.
As well as rejecting church authority in favor of
the "individual priests" reading of the authoritative
scripture, Protestants rejected many erroneous
practices which had crept into the churches' lifemost notably indulgences and the mediation of the
saints.
The theory of the mediation of the saints is, of
course, unscriptural, and it therefore needed to be
rejected. We do not believe that some Christians
who lived in prior generations were so much more
excellent in their practice of Christianity that they
should now be elevated to a mediator status between God and us more "ordinary" Christians. The
Bible speaks plainly: we have but one mediatorJesus Christ-and we may enter boldly into the
presence of the Almighty because we know that
Christ is constantly interceding for us. Thus, we
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who are Protestants must join Luther and the
others in saying a resounding "No" to the theory
and practice of the mediation of the saints.
Yet, having admitted all of the above, I still
believe that Reformed Christians may well be losing out on an important dimension of the practice
of Christianity if they forget completely the
remembrance of the saints. For example, my celebration of Christmas is always deepened when I
recall that December 26 is St Stephen's Day-the
day on which we remember that he was brutally
killed for his testimony-and that the Christian
walk in this world is not easy. I find this a helpful
corrective to the sometimes gushy "Christmas
spirit." Or December 28th, the Feast of the Holy
Innocents-the day on which we remember the
slaughter by Herod of the children of Bethlehem,
whose sole crime was that of having been born in
the city at the time of Jesus. Or January 6th,
Epiphany-the day on which we remember
Jesus' manifestation to the Gentiles. This latter
celebration helps me to remember that Christ was
not merely a Saviour for "our kind of people," but
for the entire world. Other days of special remembrance include January 25, the conversion of St
Paul; March 25, the Annunciation of the Virgin
Mary; June 24, the death of John the Baptist; who
prepared the way of the Lord; June 29, the upside-down crucifixion of St Peter, because Peter is
my personal favorite among the apostles. There are
many others that one might name, but I hope this
partial list will lend credence to my suggestion that
the remembrance of special events and persons can
deepen one's understanding of the walk with God.
We have already said that October 31 should be
remembered because we must not forget the painful but necessary task of dividing the visible Body
of Christ when unscriptural errors were recognized.
Reformation Day, therefore, is a bitter-sweet day
in which we rightly celebrate the church reformed,
but in which we must also mourn the church
divided. In the spirit of what I have noted above, I
would like to suggest that I find the celebration of
All Saints' Day on November first to be enormously helpful because it is a day in which all traditions
of the divided Church can celebrate what unites

"I find the celebration ofAll Saint's Day to be enormously helpful because all
traditions of the Divided Church can celebrate what unites them"

them, rather than dwelling upon what divides
them. Remembering the lives and works of Peter,
Paul, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, James, and
Stephen is not a "Catholic" or "Protestant" taskit is a privilege for all Christians. In celebrative
remembering of the men and women of God who
have gone before us, both in the New Testament
age and throughout the entire history of the
church (not merely since the 16th century), all
Christians, regardless of denomination, can and
should realize the remarkable fact that God's truth
has been testified to in all generations.
Hebrews 12 speaks magnificently of the joy of
Christians in being "compassed about with so great
a cloud of witnesses." Indeed, it is precisely in
remembering the saints that the writer of the epistle is encouraged to "lay aside every weight, and
the sin which doth so easily beset us, and run with
patience the race that is set before us ... " I find it
very encouraging to focus my mind, at least once a
year, on the fact that membership in the Kingdom
encompasses "the whole company of earth and
heaven," and that when we who are still living on
earth worship God, we join the angels, and the
archangels, and all those who have died in the faith
and are now with God. During the celebration of
Holy Communion I sometimes let my mind wander
(perhaps the Spirit encourages me to wander; it is
difficult to tell) to "the whole company of earth
and heaven" with which we have communion and
to which the sharing of bread and wine points.
My suggestion, therefore, is that Protestants
need both October 31 and November first, both
Reformation Day and All Saints' Day, because we
need to appreciate both sides of the issue: that it
was necessary to reform the Church, but that the
Church is an emblem of the Kingdom which will
surely come-a Kingdom which is hinted at in
Revelation, chapter seven-in which the multitudes
will be beyond numbering, comprising "all nations,
and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues," all standing together before the throne and before the
Lamb.
My recommendation for private and public
devotions on November first is that Reformed
Christians could do no better than to join with

Christians of other traditions in remembering the
saints. If Reformed people were to worship in
another church that day they might be surprised to
hear a hymn sung which they have known from
their childhood. If their devotions do not admit of
such visiting, then they might read or sing the same
hymn-number 442 in the Psalter Hymnal. The
words were written in 1864 by W W How, and the
more familiar tune by R V Williams in 1906. For
those who have not the time to visit elsewhere, or
even to search out a Psalter Hymnal on All Saints'
Day, allow me to conclude by transcribing here the
words of "For All The Saints":
For all the saints, who from their labors rest,
Who thee by faith before the world confessed,
Thy Name, 0 Jesus, be for ever blest.
Alleluia, alleluia!
Thou wast their rock, their fortress, and their might:
Thou, Lord, their Captain in the well-fought fight;
Thou, in the darkness drear, the one true light.
Alleluia, alleluia!
0 may thy soldiers, faithful, true, and bold,
Fight as the saints who nobly fought of old,
And win, with them, the victor's crown of gold.
Alleluia, alleluia!
0 blest communion, fellowship divine!
We feebly struggle, they in glory shine;
Yet all are one in thee, for all are thine.
Alleluia, alleluia!
And when the strife is fierce, the warfare long,
Steals on the ear the distant triumph song,
And hearts are brave again, and arms are strong.
Alleluia, alleluia!
The golden evening brightens in the west;
Soon, soon to faithful warriors cometh rest;
Sweet is the calm of paradise the blest.
Alleluia, alleluia!
But lo, there breaks a yet more glorious day;
The saints triumphant rise in bright array;
The King of glory passes on his way.
Alleluia, alleluia!
From earth's wide bounds, from ocean's farthest coast,
Through gates of pearl streams in the countless host,
Singing to Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
Alleluia, alleluia!
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Up Against the Wall,
Boink-a-Roink

To:

Student Loan Arm
Cosa Nostra
c/o Calvin College
Geraldfordtown, ML

Dear Sirs and Madmans,
This hurts me worse than you.
Since on several occasions I have given
your institution an opportunity to repent itself of the permanent damage it
wreaked upon my soul and you have
failed to restitute me or even acknowledge my claim, I hereby make public
my charges. You are guilty of first and
second degree soul-slaughter, and conspiracy to commit soul-slaughter. That
you did not do total permanent damage to my soul is not as your leader
has stated publicly an indication of
your innocence. It merely indicates
that when I attended your institution
you were still ignorant of the fact that
the toenails are the seat of the imagination and thus accidentally you allowed me to maintain a small amount
of joy and happiness. And I know it
was an accident for I have seen your
joy assasins at work and I know that
they are ruthless and brutal.
On October 19, 1973 I sent this
letter to you:
Dear Sirs and Madmans,
According to the notice you sent
me yesterday I still owe your institution of higher bricks the amount
of $1807.37. Now I don't know
how to count so good, but that
seems like quite a few pennies. If
you will just forget that I ever borrowed that amount from you I will
promise to never publicly admit
that I attended your school. If however you insist on billing me, I will
make a public nuisance of myself at
every important meeting in this
city. At City Hall, at JC meetings,
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis,
Lions, Elks, Hippopotami, Amway
Conventions, Synods ectomorphcetera. I will throw stink bombs,
fart like a hog in bean barrel, belch,
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and show off my nether eye, and
then I'll shout, "I go to Calvin College and I'm proud of it you running dogs," as I race away. Can you
afford not to have me on your side?
I think you should consider my
proposal.
promptly and sincerely,
Maxwell Bredeboer.

I was saddened and shocked when I
received my next bill as usual with
nary a mention of my proposal. So I
sent you this letter on December 12,
1973.
Dear Monsoons and MessDames,
OK you kids, I'm bending over
frontwards with this proposal. I will
drop all my claims against you and
even my impending lawsuit if at
your next faculty meeting you guys
will just play Pin-the-tail-on-theDonkey, and Wack-em with me and
a couple of my friends.
promptly and sincerely,
Maxwell Bredeboer.

You failed to respond to that request also and left me on the horns of
an automobile. Should brother go
against brother in a lawsuit? Should I
take the matter to a consistory of
hombres?
When I entered your institution in
1968 as a poor, lowly fresh man, (for
fresh men are always poor and lowly) I
had only one question on my mind for
which I supposed that with reasonable
teaching skill on your part and a reasonable amount of study on my part, I
would gain an answer in less than a
year. How horrible mistaken I was. My
question was, "If there is so much to
be gained by the end of the world,
why are we still eating plastic bananas?" You assured me that such a question was nothing to answer, in fact it
was answered already if I would just
borrow money from you and go to
school for four years I would discover
that there had been no question at all.

I only had to attend several optional
Born Again i3umpersticker classes in
which we made pretty bumperstickers
for our cars. I did not want to make
bumperstickers for cars because I only
had a bicycle. They would not allow
bicycle bumperstickers, but I insisted
and I guess I became known as a
troublemaker. But I kept my ears and
my nose open and I watched and
smelled the Bumpersticker makers and
I discovered that at night they bought
plastic bananas, and not only did they
buy them, but they bought them on
campus, and not from students but
from the college's own free enterprise
outlet. Plastic bananas were openly
bought and sold! You can well imagine
my shock. All my ideals and beliefs
were thrown willy-nilly. But did I give
up then, did I blow the nose on your
institution? No, I remained loyal,
thinking if there was something wrong
with plastic bananas you wouldn't allow them on campus. And so I spent
the next two-and-a-half years reclining
on my bed trying to figure out if I had
posed the wrong question at the outset. While you lent me the money with
which I bought the dope that you
poured into my ear so that I could
forget that there ever was a question.
And so I laid tossing and turning on
my bed too sick to eat anything for
days and when I could eat I found
only greasy shepherds pie and candy
bars. But then on bleak January day in
my room I heard the voice of a new
messiah singing, "School's out forever." What did he say I asked myself.
He said "School's out forever."
But to make a long story a novel I
am now bringing charges against you
with every other college, university,
high school, and elementary school as
co-defendents, along with the Federal
Government and General Motors. That
you did deliberately, willfully and
even mischievously portray yourselves
as being capable of providing answers
when you could provide none. That in
the covering up of your inability to
provide answers you did produce deliberately, willfully, yea even mischievously,
counterfeit
questions
which you trafficked in and for which
you manufactured counterfeit answers
which you further trafficked in. I am
suing you the amount of the Gross
National Product but if you can't
scratch that much together, I'll settle
for $1807.11 plus costs and I will further drop all fraud charges.
But lest you think you have gotten
away easily and think that I will be

bought with mere money, I present a
further list of non-negotiable demands.
1. That you publicly admit that we
all work for the same man who is four
feet tall, wears his cigarettes rolled up
in the sleeve of his sports jacket and
beats us if we don't know the answers
to the television trivia questions.

2. That your leader hold a public
news conference and say, "I don't
know what we're doing, I don't have
the slightest idea what's happening. I
think we're all screwed."
3. That you construct two working
windmills on the grounds of Knollcrest
campus.
4. That the manor pond be restored to an ecologically alive state
and in exchange four college administrators be pickled in barrels of day-old
sewage.
5. That everyone with the faith of
a grain of mustard seed be required to
wear a special beanie.

the cup upright, but he was too late
for all the coke syrup squirted
down the drain and half of the carbonated water got in his cup and
half on his hand. The young man
grew sore vexed and kicked the
machine and demanded a refund.
But there was no one to hear his
pleas. He tried to drink the carbonated water but it just fizzed
around his teeth and left him
thirsty. He took out a small handgun and shot the machine. "Bang,"
said his gun. It kept humming. He
shot the machine again. "Bang
again," said his gun but it still kept
humming. He tried to shove the
machine away from the wall so he
could unplug it but it was too
heavy. He went upstairs to get some
friends to help him ...

Here the Teacher left off his para•
ble for the people were growing restless asking, Who is this young man?
What is this coke machine? What is the
meaning of the handgun? Only a bedlamite on the edge of the crowd
seemed happy. "OOh Teacher, you
talk a mean parable," he cried. And
straightway the Teacher took the
man's arm and left the crowd. They
never saw him again.
Another P.S. My sister wrote this
poem. I thought you might like it.
I think I shall never doink
A college like a boink-a-roink
But if I do I wonder when
I'll dare conbooberate again.

That's my list of demands. They are
non-negotiable. I want action and I
want it now. If you still refuse my
request, I'll have to resort to stronger
measure. I might have to kidnap the
portrait of Johanna Veenstra and hold
it for ransom. I might have to train my
pet pig to go to chapel. I should be
considered irrational and dangerous.
I have also sent copies of this letter
to my first grade teacher Miss Thelma
Vander Sloot, to the estate of J Edgar
Hoover, and to Dialogue Magazine. I
am asking all this in the name of several Boy Scout Campers who taught
me to say, "So what. Chicken butt."

r:1

promptly and sincerely,
Maxwell Bredeboer

I

._.:.
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P.S. And they had eyes but they were
covered with glasses. Ears had they but
they were filled with hearing aids.
"Explain it to us oh Teacher" they
cried.
But the Teacher continued,
A certain young man went to
the basement of his dormitory at
midnite for he was struck sore with
thirst. The coke machine had written on it, "Whoa everyone that
thirsteth" and it had pictures of
people being truly refreshed. The
young man was happy in the presence of the coke machine because it
refreshed him. He deposited his
quarter and waited. But the dixie
cup didn't come down all the way.
Frantically the young man shoved

/
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NIGHT TALK
Herbert Vander Zwaal
Breakdown and failure reveal the true nature of things. In failure,
life's reality is not lost; on the contrary, here it makes itself wholly
and decisively felt. There is no tragedy without transcendence.
-Karl Jaspers
Now I lay me down to sleep
I pray the Lord my soul to keep
If I should die before I wake
I pray thee Lord my soul to take
The streets are calm tonight. The quiet
lays open, vulnerable like that starry
sky. Like the moon waiting for an
obscuring cloud. It is much cooler out
here than I expected. Yes. What? Oh I
couldn't sleep ... as usual, you know.
What are you laughing at? If it weren't
for my insomnia you and I wouldn't
get a chance to talk like this. Yes. My
wife thinks that's true, you know. She
wants me to invite you over for a
Friday nite coffee or something. Yes.
Get a look at your face probably.
I tell her I like to tell stories. To tell
stories you need an ear. You happen
to be the best ear I've come across so
far. So ... anyhow, I say to her, 'Why
do you want to meet an ear? Ears are
all alike, aren't they? They just sit
there and drink it in. What fun would
that be at Friday nite coffee? You
want a mouth, dear. Then we'd have a
trio!' That's it. A raucous cacaphony
to baffle all ears, even the Big Ear.
No. She just turns over and goes
muttering to sleep about how she 'ever
married damn fool without being
damn fool herself is amazing'. And
what do you think I said? No, just one
word. No. Her name is Grace. Yeah. I
know; she is a good woman.
You know that reminds me. My
grandfather used to say that if it
weren't for the grace of God he ·
would have ended up joined to that
blasted church. Oh no, he wasn't an
unbeliever you know. He just could
not see the point. How did he say
that? Let's see. It was because here in
America we have a democracy. Right?
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Now everyone votes for a man to represent them in governing themselves.
They've done this for a couple of hundred years now. It's habit, right? So
when it comes to spiritual governing,
man being a creature of habit and all
that, he establishes a spiritual Congress-the church. Now he thought
that first of all, it was lazy. Second,
just as the U.S. Congress is full of
swindling hoodlums dressed up like respectable people, so the church is
nothing more than a collected bunch
of sinners. Yes, you 're right of course
but he felt that even though the sinners in the church were there because
they were aware of their sin, you
could never get any of them to admit
it. Except in those high and professor
type long prayers, where with a big
display of breast beating the minister,
who, of course, tells the congregation
Sunday after Sunday how wicked the
world is, exclaims, Oh Lord how
wretched and miserable and what awful worms we be-Oh my grandpa
would point out there in the thirdfrom-the-front-row pew elder VanBruggen 100,000 dollars-a-year produce company, just gave a school bus
to the Christian High School, votes
Republican in the last election, heck
every election-he thinks he's a
WO!IJ1? ! I guess my grandfather never
felt worthy enough in the sense that
he could never really feel that completely awful to make himself out to
be a worm. To him church was where
people told themselves once-a-week,
I'm a Christian and to a man like him-

self who when he thought a bit, would
readily tell the dominie, I'm a no-good
Christian. Well, to go to church was
hypocritical. That's right, he never said
he didn't believe. He was a fine man.'
My father once peeked at his books,
you know he left little notes to himself to remind himself why he'd done
things certain ways. He didn't care so
much what he'd done so much as why
he'd done it. Anyway, there was this
entry: Birth announcements. You
knew he was a printer? Didn't I tell
you that? Oh, he owned a little print
shop-three old letter presses and an
antique linotype he got from his father. Anyway, there was this entry:
Birth announcements, Materials $7,
Labor $2, Price charged $5. Yeah, my
dad thought, Holy Mackeral, he's getting old, and he's subtracting and adding ass-backwards. So he went to my
grandfather and said, "Hey, what goes
on here, pa? You lose money with that
kind of arithmetic." My grandfather
sort of wrinkles up his forehead, then
smiles that big Holland grin. Oh, I remember, he says, that's not wrong.
What do you mean? my dad says, 7
and 2 is nine and you charged only 5.
You subtracted when you should have
added. No, he says, that was Van
Ost's. He runs the bakery up on the
east side of town; you know, the one
with the almond ledder Ma likes to
buy all the time. Now he would have
gone on and on about the Dutch cookies and that almond ledder of Van Ost
if my dad hadn't stopped him and
pressed the point and found out that
the reason he had purposely charged 4
dollars less was that it was baker Van
Ost's 8th child and a man with eight
children to take care of needs every
cent he can get-yessir. That was that.
He was oblivious and unconcerned
when my dad pointed out that Van
Ost was making money hand over fist
with his delicious "Old World" cookies
and could have easily supported 50
children and paid my grandfather
$100 besides. Yes, you're right. He
was poor all his life. Some people,
even some of his own children thought
that he had no business sense and that
he was a fool. He never begrudged
anybody anything if he thought they
deserved it. It seemed my grandmother
always was getting a new dress. He was
wildly extravagant to us grandchildren
for doing little chores around the place
we never wanted to do but were
forced by our parents to do. Yes, if he
was a fool we could use a few,
couldn't we? He had a dream of some-

one carrying on the shop but with all
the technological advances in the
printing industry-offset, photocomp
and all that other-there could not be
any way for any of us, his grandchildren that is, to make a living off it.
That's true enough. None of us ever
did ·try. No, his father was not a commercial printer. Toward the end of his
life great-grandfather was a newspaper
man who ra:i off his own newspaper, a
Dutch language paper in Kalamazoo.
Grandpa spoke often of his father. He
lived it seemed with an almost conscious presence of his father. He'd always say, "My father told me"-not
once my father said. It was like if just
the other day his father had reminded
him of som~thing or other. Politics,
you know, FDR.
My great-grandfather was a remarkable man. Grandpa always told one
story over and over again about his
father. I think they were living outside
of Zeeland, Michigan, at the time and I
think my grandfather was very young.
My great-grandfather was teaching
Christian school just then, and sort of
half-time farming. He was very strict,
something my grandfather was not.

Anyway, one Sunday morning in the
early spring great-grandfather went out
to hitch the horses to the farm wagon
to drive the family to the morning
worship service. Now, Sunday then
was the Sabbath, and the strictest connotations you can conjure up you
should apply here. The two horses
were very restless. It was the first real
day that winter's grip had been broken
and there was a strong wind blowing in
from the southeast, a nice warm spring
wind. Already brown patches were
showing in the fields and the roads
were clear but muddy. Now the horses
were young and spirited, so it is easy
to understand now why after long
months of the dank close-walled stalls
and ice under foot, the warm breeze
and the blue sky, that incredible blue
sky of early spring that goes right up
to the dome of heaven, the horses
would be a bit . . . ah ... frisky. In
fact, he seems to have had a devil of a
time getting them into their harness
and in the process got the sleeves of
his still white shirt dirty, which made
him irritable, being on the way to ·
church. Well, the family climbed
aboard and were about to proceed, it

was some eight miles to the house of
the Lord, but the horses chafed at the
ritual, sedate, proper, even Sunday
pace. They wanted to run. Now, what
do you think my great-grandfather
did? Take into account, here is a
learned man-a theological scholar, a
schoolteacher, a stern Calvinist who,
before he had immigrated had been for
a time personal secretary to old Abraham Kuyper. My grandfather said that
the whole family sat, stock still frightened when just a quarter mile down
that muddy country farm road, greatgrandfather reared back as if he were
Samson blind in rage trying to pull a
temple down. Everybody out! he
shouted and the family scrambled out
as if they had found a skunk in- the
hay, great-grandfather stood up in the
box from his wagon seat, black leather
whip in one hand and said, Mother,
take the children home and listen
there to their catechism. I will return
shortly. Then he just whipped them
horses with a sudden, almost brutal,
ferocity and still standing, starting to
tear off down the road, yelled, Now
you heathen, run! And off they went
down the thawing bumpy road to-
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wards town and the congregational
sanctuary. Now listen to this, three,
three hours later my grandfather and
two of his younger brothers, Peter and
John, waiting on the front porch, see
the wagon come thundering up from
the horizon, past the bank of bare
willows, with that clean spring wind.
Closer and closer their father's white
shirt at the distance, finally storming
into the farmyard, rattling and bouncing to an abrupt stop like a small bird
flying smack into a window. The near
horse stumbles down, dragging its lathered companion sideways, cracking the
harness pole or whatever. Great-grandfather jumps from the seat into the
ankle deep, chocolate mud and whirling around away from the house
throws the braided whip wildly toward
the placid, level muck fields. He stares
after the whip a long moment and
then in his familiar rhythmic, busy
stride comes up to the boys and said,
Rub them down, and feed them.
They'll run no more today.
They walked the eight miles to
church that afternoon. Grandpa always said those words, they'll run no
more today, over and over after he had
told the story and he would laugh,
getting that big wide Dutchman's grin.
Sometimes he'd laugh so that the tears
would spring out of the wrinkles at the
corners of his eyes. But every time
he'd get real quiet again and look past
me like at the chair across the living
room, the edge of the r!,lg or even out
the window and for a couple of long
seconds, the whole room would be just
still, peaceful. All you could hear
would be the wind and the cuckoo
clock. And then he'd say real soft, just
to himself, slowly, yes, they'll run no
more today, and he'd look up at me
with his eyes shining and wet and he'd
reach over and rub his gnarled and
spotted hands roughly on my head,
mussing up my hair..... Hmmm? No,
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you couldn't. Yes, It's six years this
February. No, not quite. When I was
younger-it only happened a couple
times, somehow I just remember itwhen I was younger, I was just frightened. As I got older I probably
thought he was talking of death, thinking of his father. Now, I don't know
anymore, I can't. For him? I can only
guess. You know how when you 're
young, you can hear somebody sing or
say some old cliche or folk saying and
you just ignore it, it doesn't touch
you-that old hillbilly song, have you
heard this?
Now it's crying time again
You 're gonna leave me
I can tell by the faraway look
in your eyes.

Yeah. Now we used to sing that all the
time just exaggerating the Nashville
nasal. It was funny, country. It's still
that, but you and I, we 're older. Yes,
no wiser, but I know crying time's no
joke. That's what I think about that
line-it just haunts me. I see this
skinny little Dutch printer. I see that
weary, wrinkled face and floating beyond it just a vast panorama of American post-war technology speeding society nowhere, jerky and too fast, like a
wind-up toy that's wound too tight,
like film about to break. A teeming
mural almost Bosch-like in its fantastic
fury; in the distance are other murals
like many stages in a huge revealing
playhouse, like a circus, or a futuristic
world's fair. Everything goes very fast,
it's only a moments glimpse, but all
the folly, all the progress, all possible
worlds flash by, streaming through my
inner space like dark bats swooping
out of a grim cave of horrors, in an
awful spectre of worlds without end
and then the man in the chair-I hardly know him to be my grandfathergoes to a long, old and scarred wooden

table where lays a great leather book
which is very old, and he looks at me
with the eyes, I imagine, they are the
eyes of Auschwitz. He opens the book
and in his short-breathed smoker's accents, high pitched, as if he were trying to keep from screaming reads,
"Vanity ... vanity ... all is vanity."
No, I don't understand. I don't know
anymore. They'll run no more today.
He lived and died. His father lived and
died. I live today, tomorrow shall I
die? I don't believe it or disbelieve it,
the question is futile. Yes. Yes, it is a
horrible dream.
That's alright, it is a curious thing.
Great-grandfather was a public servant.
Politics,
theology,
schoolteacher.
Grandfather served the public. He
printed other people's stuff. My father
works on presses in a printing plant
that specializes in ice cream cartons.
Me, I feed paper into a printing machine. Three generations, just three
generations. What happened? Ah, who
can say? Oh surely. It goes against the
general pattern of Dutch immigrant
stock around here. I don't even own
my own home, let alone make double
the money my father did. No Buick or
Oldsmobile, no green clipped lawn
will spring tulip borders, no brick
house with early American colonial
furniture with a maple bric-a-brac full
of Delftware and little silver spoons,
with windmill salt shakers and miniature painted wooden shoes. No Christian school, no Sunday sermon, no
election, no predestination. Just
dreams of horror, fleeting glimpses of
stern, bearded theologians, broken
memories of childhood, eating rich,
heavy crusted pastries. And most of
all, a small. and weary man whispering,
"Yes, they'll run no more today ..... "

*

*

*

It's very cold, isn't it? Yes, I think I'll
go to bed now.... good-night.

The Child

awaken in the night
with your cries, I can't
quite control it then.
set you on the floor, in your dreams
of wondering, fear of the sternness.
just filling your security quickly
and putting you back in.
next the sadness in morning
while you sleep with images.
a dark tree, tall, suspended, and full
rushing in the breezes and then still
you saw for a pause
all of it and then silence
your eyes, silly dreams and hopeful
growing toward me, forgiven
Mark Lagerwey
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Miro Refractions
Philip Schaafsma
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FISHING
Douglas Brouwer

I lean back in the boat and watch
the sky for a bird or a change of hue
on the gray. I sip from my can of
Pabst. It is morning. Before six. Before
the skiers and big powerboats begin
their daily rounds. Mine is the only
boat on the lake. There is a breeze.
I row the boat to the middle of the
lake. I drop the anchor so the boat
does not drift. I fish. I feel, what
someone has wisely phrased, drunk
with dawn. I am drunk with dawn.
And not so much with the Pabst.
R and I used to rent a cabin on this
lake, the one with the breezy veranda.
I can hardly see the cabin from out on
the lake, though, because of all the
trees. There is almost too much shade
around the lake.
When we lived there, it was so dark
in the cabin during the day that you
couldn't read a book unless you
turned on a light. It was very bleak
sometimes, especially when it rained.
When the wind blew, acorns dropped
on the roof and rolled down the sides.
R and I used to commute to work
in the morning and then hurry back to
the lake at night to fish or to sit in our
big wicker chairs like little monarchs.
From the veranda we could see the
lake and not much else.
"This lake is getting to be an open
sewer," R often complained, "I get
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hepatitis just looking at it." We never
went swimming. The lake really wasn't
that bad then. It would probably die
in a couple of years if some laws
weren't passed to keep people from
killing it. (Heck, the water didn't even
smell.)
We originally thought that the
cabin would be an ideal place for wild,
drunken parties. The neighbors used to
bring over tomatoes or sweet com
from their gardens, but 'no one we
knew ever came. No one visited us at
the lake. It was too far for most people to drive. It was peaceful sometimes.
My interest in fishing, the water,
and the early morning is probably in
my blood. My grandmother says that
her father was a fisherman in the old
country. He had his own boat. His
own nets. He apparently was a proud
man. He had dreams. The Dutch, I
hear, are good sailors. He emigrated to
the United States, which, he had
heard, was the land of opportunity.
When he came here, he went to work
in a downtown factory. He gave up his
own business to work for someone
else. My grandmother says that early
on Sunday mornings before church he
would walk to the bridge downtown
and stand, watching the water move
beneath him.

If he felt despondent on those Sunday mornings, no one ever knew. He
never admitted his regret. As far as my
grandmother knew, he believed that he
had made the right decision in coming
to America .
Sometimes I doze. And I dream
that I am my great-grandfather going
out to sea for a week in my own boat.
With my own nets. I dream that I am a
proud man, a good Dutch sailor, and a
man with purpose. Sometimes I am
wide awake.
Today, for instance, I am wide
awake. Today I am lying in my boat,
thinking about high school, among
other things, not because high school
was especially significant, but because
I remember being depressed then, too.
I have heard people say that memory
is like a compost pile. When you're
depressed, they say, all your bad
memories get shoveled right into your
thoughts. There is truth in that, I
think.
When I was a junior in high school,
nearly everyone I knew believed in
Jesus. Even R said that he believed in
Jesus then. We memorized Bible verses
and key evangelistic arguments. We
prayed. We believed that Jesus would
come again. I guess all high school kids
did then, except maybe the ones who
hung around in the parking lot and
smoked cirgarets. When you 're in high
school, you have to believe in something. Or yoti go crazy. And believing
in Jesus seemed like the easiest thing
to do then.
But now I'm not so sure. I am not
sure that Jesus will come again "Geezuz" was how R pronounced it. He
had a way of making the least obtrusive words sound disdainful. "Geezuz" I can still hear him say.
It has been several months since R
and I rented the cabin with the breezy
veranda. I come back to the lake now
because I like to fish.
There was no heat in the cabin, but
it was insulated. If we got a fire going
in the evening, there would be enough
heat in the cabin until morning. We
chopped wood across the road and carried it into the cabin.
Whenever R carried firewood, I

noticed his thick wrists. They were
pronounced. He had heavy bones,
strong ankles, but his wrists were particularly big, almost swollen. The rest
of his features were fine, almost delicate. Too delicate for his frame. He
reminded me more of a golfer than a
woodsman. His windblown shock of
blond hair looked to me as if it had
been bleached by hours of _striding
down long fairways in the sun.
R and I did a lot of writing while
we lived at the cabin, but we rarely
talked. We never spoke openly about
our feelings, and for the most part we
were private persons. We communicated largely through our writing, and
we remained close through it. We
often read completed stories or poetry
to each other. We attempted to be our
own best critics, which we never were.
I believe that if we had talked endlessly every night on the veranda or out in
the boat, we would not have communicated as much as we did through
our writing, where honesty has a way
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of creeping in. Much depended on our
writing.
R once threatened to write a play
in which an old man and his wife
watch television and drink beer on a
New Year's Eve. The play would end,
he said, as the last television network
left the air and as the drunk old man
crawled across the stage, shouting,
"Don't leave me Jesus. Don't leave
me."
He concocted many weird masochistic scenes in his stories. R had a
special gift for comic despair. · Combined with his wit, this gift gave his
writing value and appeal. One of the
best things he ever wrote was a carefully and erotically animated essay on
lust, which was eventually published in
a local literary magazine with a small
circulation. (The clever satire concluded with a brief meditation on the
biblical mandate against committing
adultery in your heart, which, R
wrote, must be something like making
love to an extremely fat woman in the
backseat of a Volkswagen.) The essay
hinted, I think, at his attitude toward
women .
R seemed to enjoy playing the part
of a tortured genius. His approach to
writing was explosive and painful. He
had a compulsion to understand,
which explains the way he threw himself into things, the way he immersed
himself in planning, research, and writing. He worked fast, with manic haste.
Always with frightening intensity.
Always without proper caution. He
was impulsive in other things, but
especially as a writer. He would forget
food and sleep for several days whenever an idea for a story consumed him.
He would chew paraffin wax to keep
from nibbling his pencils. Not eating
anything except for an occasional
orange or vitamin pill was a peculiar
kind of preparation for his work.
"I need to feel the pressure," he
once said, trying to explain why he
wrote like a man possessed. "I need to
feel the pressure of need."
I once saw him take a fifth of cheap
Canadian whiskey into his room on a
Friday night. For 48 hours he stayed
there, writing and typing under the
unblinking nakedness of a single light
bulb. On Sunday night he came stumbling out with two finished manuscripts.
He
typed
himself
to
exhaustion. He wrote himself red eyed. He wrote as if he were afraid to
stop.
We approached writing in such different ways. In most respects we were
different persons. My approach is slow

and tedious. I write several drafts in a
comically, small, cramped long-hand
style. I write brief reveries of the past
which turn out to be intense and al most devotional. The past is sad, I
think, which makes it powerful. I
understand the past , and I write about
it. I laugh at the present and fear the
future. I never forget to eat. Or sleep.
"Don't you ever use metaphors? " R
asked me once after I had finished
reading him one of my stories.
"Well, yes," I told him, " on the
first draft. But when I read the story
over, I get the vague feeling that I've
read them somewhere before. I feel
guilty-"
"Ah, guilt," he interrupted m e,
"you're more of a Calvinist than I
thought you were."
But we rarely talked about theol ogy. When we did talk, it was about
writing. Or buying groceries. Or something. Both of us hoped to be published someday. Not in any local literary magazine either . We wanted a well
known publisher in the literary world,
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one with a substantial promotional
budget. We wanted our novels to be
shown someday in the alumni display
cases at the college. We wanted recognition. Among other things.
"Why do you write?" I once asked
R while we were casting our lines off
the dock. I have reaiely heard an
honest answer to that question.
Actually, I think the answer is
tautological. Every writer knows that.
Also every artist and tortured genius. I
suppose that R knew that, although he
didn't answer. You write because you
do.
A concert pianist once performed
at my high school. After several numbers, he turned from the piano and
asked the young and largely unappreciative members of the audience if
they wanted to ask him some question.
They did, of course. Anything to
stretch out this time away from
classes. Someone, probably a freshman, shot up and asked loudly, "Why
do you play?"
The pianist was either startled or
annoyed, although I couldn't tell
which from where I was sitting. Before
answering he took out a handkerchief
and wiped his temple and wrists which
glistened under the stage lights.
"Well," he began, "my mother
started me when I was seven, but I
soon discovered that I was good and
that I enjoyed playing. So, I continued
to play. Now, I am well paid for it, I
still enjoy it, and, I don't mind saying
it, I am good at it."
The freshman sat down. The pianist's answer sounded unrehearsed and
believable and I decided to remember
it.
If I had thought that my insight
would have helped R in some way, I
would have explained it to him. I always wanted to offer him some sound
advice, to offer some helpful suggestion that would give his life meaning.
And maybe even straighten out his
thinking. He was an unhappy person,
shiftless. He sometimes spoke seriously
about suicide as if it were some inevitable act to which each of us came
closer every day. I offered only vague
advice and worried later that what I
had said was actually worthless.
Once, while we were sitting in our
wicker chairs on the veranda, I told
him that what he needed was a girl to
love, to cherish, and so on.
"After all," I argued, "if you had a
girl, you wouldn't be such a restless
person. You would become more
specific about your ambitions. You
would have to."
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"What you're saying is that I need a
surrogate mother," he snorted.
"Why are you so uptight about
mothers," I countered .
"That's cheap psychologizing," he
said, angrily. "Just forget it, will ya?"
I dropped the subject. It never
came up again. R may have been vague
about his ambitions, but he was rigidly
dogmatic in other things. His attitude
toward women, for instance.
"rm a misogynist," R proudly announced whenever someone asked him
if he were married or engaged or anything. "That means I hate women," he
quickly added when whoever asked
the question gave him a puzzled look.
It wasn't entirely true. Of course he
wasn't married or engaged or anything,
but I doubt that he actually hated
women. At least not women in particular. His half-serious tone was especially apparent when he launched into a
long monologue on misogyny in Pauline theology. "It's right in the Bible,"
he concluded with a smile.
R had gone to the public schools
where dating and dancing were encouraged already in seventh grade. I went
to private schools. Heck, he was dating
and dancing before I even saw that sex
education movie that the county
heal th department showed at our
school every year to the seventh and
eighth grade boys. I guess his disgust
with women was understandable. He
had been forced into so many meaningless relationships in his life that I
think he despaired of ever finding a
girl with whom he could relate on a
personal and emotional level.
One or two of the girls he used to
date would pop up every now and
then. Shoveled in right out of the past.
I remember one such occasion that
both embarassed and hurt him.
We belonged to a college drama
troupe. We had no outstanding actors,
but we had some good times. In one
play he was chosen to play the part of
a cowering, brow-beaten old man. He
had a particularly difficult time preparing for the part, but, as I remember
it, he played the part well. He borrowed one of his dad's bulky, buttondown sweaters and a chewed up pipe
for the performance. He suffered untold abuse on stage. He made a convincing character.
In the parking lot after the first
performance, a girl he apparently
knew drove up as we were getting into
my car. She rolled down her window
and said without a noticeable expression, "It was good to see you being
pushed around by a woman for a
change." She rolled up her window

and drove away. R said nothing, but
looked upset. I think he worried that
the girl was actually serious.
The women R dated while we lived
at the cabin were not shy, diminutive
girls. Not the kind of girls that his
mother had hoped he would eventually bring home and marry. There were
three of four of them in particular.
They were tall.
For entertainment they would dress
in dark turtlenecks and dark slacks,
paint their faces with garish colors,
and put glitter in their hair. Then, all
four or five of them would run
through the county airport or one of
the shopping malls carrying squirt
guns. They called it, appropriately,
"glittering."
"You know," R explained, "they're
out for a surrealistic experience.
They're all former dope people, and
this is kind of a neat but harmless
trip."
R never explained what he found
interesting or attractive about these
former dope people. I doubt that they
could have filled any of his long-range
needs, but for a few months at least he
spent much of his time with them. I
didn't meet any of them until I went
with R to a party at a house they
rented downtown. R wanted to have
the party at the cabin, but driving to
the lake seemed too inconvenient for
everyone he knew.
I spent most of the party in the
kitchen. At parties, I usually meet
interesting people in the kitchen.
There were dancers in the living and
dining room, and no doubt there were
people in the bedrooms, too, although
I didn't investigate there. The house
was full of strange people, and the
kitchen of course provided some security. It was near the door.
One of R's friends was making hot
dogs and guarding the keg in the
kitchen. R had already introduced her
to me before he disappeared into the
music and dancing somewhere out in
the living room. We talked briefly and
innocently enough. She was a squareshouldered woman with heavy eye
brows. I tried to leave her and talk to
someone else, but she was a loud and
possessive conversationalist. A good
guard for the keg.
"You're the kind of guy I'd seduce
on the first date just to shake you up,"
she told me unexpectedly.
I looked around to see who else had
heard. She laughed. She was quite
drunk, but she was still quite perceptive. I frankly couldn't handle the situation. Cognitive dissonance, they call
it. I remember shuffling .away into the

dining room looking for R. There was
no neat way of rationalizing away the
remark. Somewhere out in the living
room I decided that all women secretly desire to sleep with writers. It's just
one of those things, I thought. I did
not convince myself.
My relationship with R deteriorated
after the party. "I don't feel especially
comfortable around those women," I
told him on the way back to the lake.
He became quiet. I didn't like his
friends.
We didn't speak for several days.
Didn't even discuss new manuscripts.
We sort of avoided each other. We ate
at different times. We didn't go fishing
together or sit on the veranda. Then,
for at least a week, I didn't see him .
He didn't show up at the cabin. I assumed that he had been off on another
writing and drinking binge. I halfexpected to see him downtown some
morning on my way to work sleeping
in a doorway, clutching his notebook.
I imagined myself stopping the car,
half-dragging, half-carrying him back
to the car, and taking him back to the
cabin. I imagined that he sobered up
back at the cabin and that we talked

for hours again about our writing, our
hopes of being published-the way we
used to.
The possibility that he had committed suicide also occurred to me
while he was gone, but I always
thought that the people who talked
about it the most were the least likely
to actually do it. Besides, he had always threatened to shoot himself in a
big crowd of people, and, if he had
actually done it that way, it would
have been in the paper or on the radio
or something.
One afternoon he was back. He was
at the cabin door determinedly smiling
and sober. He had a neatly typed
manuscript in one hand. I unlocked
the door, and he walked in speaking
aimlessly as if to keep himself awake.
He looked tired. He offered no apologies for being gone when the rent was
due. He must have known that we
needed groceries, and that the utility
bills had to be paid. I realized then
how much I actually disliked him. He
was inconsiderate.
"What am I supposed to do?" I
interrupted him. "Kill the fatted calf
or something?"

"Hey, look," he said , holding up his
manuscript, "I want to read this to
you. Why don't you have a beer or
something and sit on the veranda with
me for a minute."
After we had noisily settled back
into our wicker chairs, he said, "Tell
me what you think of it." He read in a
tired monotone, and, although his
words were angry, he remained quite
expressionless. I was surprised. There
was no appeal for sympathy in his
voice---or in the story. I suppose that I
had missed the subtleties of the story,
but I had no idea what it was he was
saying. I felt stupid and insensitive.
When he finished I was afraid to
admit that the story had been obscure.
It was filled with long, complex
dialogs and hardly any movement or
description. I did not understand it,
and I think he knew that. He sat waiting for me to comment on the story,
and I said nothing about it. I looked
away. Out towards the beach, our
boat, and the lake. I knew that I had
let him down in an irreparable way.
I come back · to the lake now because I like to fish.
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James Leunk
The light drizzle which had been falling all day did not let up.
I watched my reflection float o~er
the surface _of the water, swaymg
drunkenly with the rhythm of the
rowing as I leaned out precariously
over the bow of the boat. Surgeglide-surge-glide went my brain as it
swam around in its case.
'.'Where are we going?_" _Yictor complamed, apparently obhv1ous to the
fact that one usual!y uses a declarative
sentence to complam.
" Right here," I instructed, gazing
down into the murky green depths.
"This looks like as good a place as
any ."
Victor gave one last drunken pull at
the oars, then lifted them from the
oarlocks and set them noisily across
the seats of our aluminum boat.
"You've been saying that all afternoon
now. So when do we catch some
fish?" he demanded. He had a tendency to become very impatient when he

drank too much beer. Something to do
with the size of his bladder, I speculated.
"Trust me," I said. "Just cast your
net on the other side of the boat." I
struggled to extricate our 12-pound
mushroom anchor from the tangled
mass of anchor rope much as a child
opens a present-clumsily and without
much success.
"You're inebriated," Victor slurred
disgustedly. "Let me try." He moved
toward my end of the boat, but lost
his balance and nearly went overboard
before ending up on his hands and
knees in the two i_nches of water in the
bottom of the boat. I tossed him
another Pabst. "Shit," he moaned,
dropping the pop-top into the can.
"Relax," I said. "I've got it." I
dumped the anchor over the side,
wincing
involuntarily
at having
dropped it squarely on the reflection
of my enigmatic grin.
Victor regained his seat in the mid-
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dle of the boat and contentedly
sucked at his beer. He had the ability
to drink like a chicken, pouring beer
down his throat without having to
swallow. The single-small sunfish I had
caught hours earlier was splashing
around at his feet, but he never
blinked an unfocused eye since he was
already thoroughly rainsoaked.
"Hand me t1.e worms, will ya?" I
asked.
Victor retrieved the cottage cheese
carton floating toward the back of the
boat, selected an overweight nightcrawler for himself, then handed the
carton to me.
"Now, let's see," I mused, patiently
trying to skewer an uncooperative
worm. "Where were we?"
"I believe we were just entertaining
a few propositions," Victor replied,
t1ying to imagine what it would actually be like to take a group of propositions out for drinks and dinner. "Can I
buy you a drink? he mimed, chuckling
to himself.
"Or perhaps," I countered, "we
were absorbed by a fascinating question." I screamed agonizingly into the
half-empty worm carton, producing
what I imagined would be the shrill,
penetrating cry of someone terrified at
being assimilated by an enormous interrogative sentence. Victor broke into
spasms of wild laughter, spraying the
boat with the beer he had been drinking. It took him some time to regain
his composure.
I lowered my line to a depth slightly above the bottom and settled back
into the bow of the boat. We had been
talking about a whole cluster of related issues in biblical higher criticism
when we had discontinued the conversation to look for a new fishing spot. I
reached the end of a conducted train
of thought and picked up that discussion by asking the first irrelevant question to come into mind: "Why did
Christ tell the dying thief, 'You will be
with me today in paradise,' (I paraphrase) if, as the Apostle's Creed has
it, he then descended into hell?"
"You got me," Victor shrugged,
pushing the release on his Zebco reel
and watching the traumatized worm
slide down toward the lake bottom.
"Something mighty fishy about that."
I groaned in acknowledgement of his
attempt at a decent pun.
Victor finished off his beer and
tossed the empty can to the back of
the boat. "Twelve. Not bad, but we've
done better." Rising to attention, he
placed his right hand over his heart
and stared off into the clouds. "Just
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Reciprocal Comfort

Though night has gone the sky grows overcast,
And hidden is days face that's coming on;
Now rises up the voice of summers last,
And rain is heard above the darkened dawn .
Yet man is unaware-in slumber stayed--:Of this 'fore hidden show of summers fears
That with the coming coolness sun would fade:
And only silent earth sees summers tears:
The once-bright, warming dawn now hides away
Behind the clouds, for fear man see it weep.
But softly comfort comes, through dawns dismay,
In knowing there's another not asleep.
Weep for me also, summer, weep no less :
I too sense autumns coming lonelin .~ss.

doing our part to increase the per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages
in the United States. It's our patriotic
duty," he barked. "After I die, I want
people to be able to look back and
say, 'He just stayed in his place and
got the job done."
"Aw, just go imolate yourself, will
ya?" I suggested. I popped the tab on
another Pabst, holding it over the side
of the boat until it stopped foaming.
Somewhat disgruntled, Victor was
momentarily silent.
I slashed my right thumb brutally
on the edge of the pull-tab I was attempting to dislodge, and the can
slipped from my hand and sank out of
sight. "Ouch! Oh, shit," I lamented,
first wiping the injured digit on my
wet, grimy shirt, then inserting it in
my mouth. "Thshidt."
"Oh, it can't hurt that badly," Victor patronized.
"Yeth, i' can," I objected, "an' i'
doth."
"Gimme a break," Victor chuckled.
Feeling a little bit sheepish, I removed my wounded thumb from my
mouth. "You'd never make it as an
analytic philosopher," I sighed." 'I am
in pain' is an incorrigible proposition
for me. If I really believe it, it's true.
Now, hand me another beer will ya?" I
said. Graciously accepting defeat, Victor opened another can and surrendered it like Lee handing over his
sword at Appamattox Court House.
The conversation lapsed and we settled
back to wait on the fish.
"How's your thumb?" Victor asked
about 20 minutes later.
"All-right. It stopped bleeding," I
replied drowsily, pulling my hook out
of the water to rebait it.
We had passed the last few minutes
in silence, relaxing and soaking up a
little more beer. Somehow it had a
way of going flat fast on a rainy fishing day, but after the first few it didn't
really seem to matter.
"What are you laughing about?"
Victor queried.
"Oh, I just had a thought," I replied.
"That's really nothing new, you
know, I have them all the time," he
quipped.
"Very funny. Where'd you get that
line, from a bar napkin?" I smirked.
"Actually, my thumb just reminded
me of the ancient Oriental martial art
of yubiwaza.
"The what?"
"The ancient Oriental art of yubiwaza. A couple of months ago I was
sitting around this gas station in Cleve-

Better that he had come down
an eagle like zeus
to ravage-leaving you with child
than his Christ-like
Oh Jesus sighing
that made you think he'd stay

land waiting for a new water pump
and thumbing through this Dell Classics comic book-The Count of Monte
Cristo ?-and I found an ad for it inside
the back cover. You can kill or maim
with the pressure of one them. See, it's
so dangerous that it was only supposed
to be passed down from father to son,
but this guy, a Charles Atlas-type with
slanted eyes, broke a death vow to sell
the idea. His kids needed new shoes, I
guess. Anyway, before a yubiwaza expert can use it to defend himself, he's
required by law to warn his assailant.
Other wise he can be charged with
assault with a deadly weapon."
I demonstrated, bowing stiffly from
the waist, giving a short, high-pitched
yell, and caving in the side of a beer
can with my good thumb. "It's devastating," I explained. "You just have to
have a sense of where the pressure
points are."
"Fascinating," Victor gasped affectedly. "How did it end?"
"What do you mean, 'How did it
end?"

"The Count of Monte Cristo-how
did it end?"
"Oh, I don't know. He died at
home in bed or something."
"Oh a classic," Victor said.
I took a few swallows of Pabst and
kicked at the .sunfish as it floated toward me on its side. It just kept on
floating around, catatonic. Wondering
just exactly what position a fish would
have to be in to be considered floating
face down, I picked it up and tried

various angles. Eventually, however, I
decided the concept simply wasn't applicable and dumped it back in the
water in the bottom of the boat. It
bobbed off in Victor's direction.
Suddenly Victor was exhibiting all
the animation of a high pressure hose
gone out of control.
"I've got one!" he exclaimed, fighting the jerking pole. "I finally got
one!" He broke into song: "I will
make you fishers of men, fishers of
men, fishers of men ... ".
After about a minute of frenetic
activity he lifted an eight-inch bluegill
over the side of the boat, still singing.
Being careful to avoid the sharp bones
in its dorsal fin, he tried clumsily to
get a hand on the wildly flip-flopping
fish.
When at last he got a grip on his
prize, he discovered it had swallowed
the hook. "Shit," he grumbled, stop. ping his singing to rummage through
our blue steel tackle box for a small
pliers.
He shoved the nose of the pliers
deep into the fish's wide open mouth
to grasp the shank of the embedded
hook. "Say 'Ahhh. Ahhhh,' " Victor
instructed. The fish's mouth opened
still wider; its lidless eyes seemed to
bug as Victor ripped the hook out.
Blood trickled from the gills and ran
down Victor's hand. He tossed the
hemorrhaging fish into the bottom of
the boat. "Now all we need is five
loaves to have a picnic for 5000," he
snickered. "Today is Friday, isn't it?
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Or doesn't that matter?"
"I dunno," I replied.
I pulled my hook up to rebait it
again. "Gimme a worm, will ya?" Victor handed me the carton. "This is
going to hurt me more than it'll hurt
you, worm," I said just to hear myself
talk.
"That's your Calvinism coming
out," Victor said, watching me hook
the worm and lower away. "Only Calvinists can empathize with worms-not
step on them when they crawl across
sidewalks after a rain. All that stuff
about 'such a worm as I' you know?"
Victor was also talking just to hear
himself talk.
I opened another beer. It had by
that time come to be an unconscious
involuntary action.
"Hemingway
must've
drunk
Schlitz," I mused, gazing foggily at the
can I held in my hand.
"What?"
"I said, 'Hemingway must've drunk
Schlitz.' 'You only go around once in
life, so you gotta grab for all the gusto
you can get.' Every time I hear that
commercial my mind conjures up an
image of Papa Hemingway, grinning
lustily. Or is he leering?"
"Funny thing about Hemingway,"
Victor said. "Living his life was everything for him, yet it was also nothing.
I mean, in the end, he put a shotgun to
his forehead and blew his brains away.
Both barrels. I guess life is full of contradictions," he shrugged.

"Yeah, Death too," I said. "I remember, in The Sun Also Rises there's
a classic passage-classic because it gets
at something true without sounding
like bullshit. He writes about leav:ing
the lights on all night for weeks for
fear of the doubt and despair that even
the strongest person can go through in
the dark. I guess the lights just permanently went out on him."
"I once had an English teacher who
wondered why one barrel wasn't
enough for him," Victor said. "But
that just wouldn't have been his style.
I wouldn't have expected the man to
do anything half-assedly. He grabbed
for all the death he could get. He was
an aficionado."
"Aficionada," I corrected, "Nada."
I gulped a few more swallows of beer.
"Sometimes I think life is like drinking
beer," I continued contemplatively, "I
mean, when you eat crackerjack, you
get to the bottom of the box and
there's a prize. But when you get to
the bottom of a beer/ I said, pouring
the rest of my can out for effect, "its,
empty. That's the end of it." I sent the
empty can spinning to the back of the
boat.
Victor was silent for a while. "I
guess I know what you mean," he said
at length. "I feel that way myself
sometimes." He had set his beer down
on the seat next to him and was gazing
at me intently, elbows on knees, hands
folded. The rain was falling harder.
"But I can only feel half-sorry

about it. It just seems like without a
little doubt, a little anguish, you end
up being stupid and naive, incredibly
naive. I've always felt a sort of affinity
for Thomas, the disciple. I don't want
to grow up. I don't want to be a true
believer, you know?"
I knew.
I remember thinking at the time
about the ambiguity of the little song
Victor had been singing: "I will make
you fishers of men .. , . ". It seemed to
me then as if that line really meant
something like, "I will make men into
fishers for you." It seemed as if Christ
were saying that true religion is, paradoxically enough, a continual state of
profound doubt, of living on the edge
of a knife. It seemed as if he were
pointing the way between nada and
the naive.
It seemed that way to me then, and
it seems that way to me now.

/
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ARROW,ARROW
A short Short Story by the Modern Method
''I shot an arrow
into the air,
Daily it falls, I
know not where. ' '
--Anon.

THE CONVERSATION
(between A & B)
meeting

A: Well hi.
B: Hello.
A: Well ... how are you? Haven't seen
you for a long ...
B: (interrupting) Fine, fine . . . still
going to school you know. I graduate in June, this June.
A: Oh yeah, still the art major, I see.
B: Of course (fingering paint sploches
on jeans). Yes, I haven't changed
much ... no ...
A: Yeah . . . oh well, But that's good
too. (looking off at the distant
treeline)

by Herbert
Vander Zwaal

B: (softly) Not at all. You see ...
A: Glad to hear that; you're looking
great, just great. And I hope you
graduate O.K. (Starts to turn)
B: Oh, John ...
A: Yeah?
B: Un, I, I still have some books of
yours. I thought maybe you'd like
them back. They're yours . . . you
remember, there's a couple of hard
covers on ...
A: That's alright (waves hand).
B: You could pick them up sometime.
A: I didn't even remember you had
them. What I don't miss I don't
deserve to have, right? You just
keep them.
B: I don't think ...
A: Hey, I've really got to run-just sell
them to the Salvation Army or
something, 0.K.? Buy some paints
for yourself. Nice seeing you. No,
really ... sell them all.
B: But. . . Good-bye. . . bye John.
(shouting) I'll do that.
THE QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1) Is verbal communication possible
between two human beings?

2) What can behavioral psychology
teach us about the allegorical love
of Christ for his church?
3) Would human society benefit from
the
destruction
of
marriage
through an intellectual commitment to bestial savagery in all sexual relationships?
4) Do you think there is a limit to the
cruelty a man or woman can inflict
upon another man or woman?
5) Since there is a Death-in-Life, can
it be possible that there is LifeAfter-Death? (Surely, this is not a
jest!)
6) Is the girl's name Mary?
7) If B:
a) kills herself with barbituates
and whiskey, or;
b) paints surreal
pictures of
aborted fetuses while living in
Southern Italy with a young lesbian love, or;
c) marries her high school class
president who now lives selling
bathroom tiles, or;
d) lives alone in a tiny apartment
in Kalamazoo, Michigan translating "Plants and Animals of
Western Michigan" into French,
or;
e) does what we cannot know because B is not known (you
should have decided if she was
Mary at the end of #6 !)
then, can you say that you begin to
understand?
8) Is anything in the universe comprehensible and if so can the human
psyche remain unshattered and
w~ole beneath the weight of cosmic
knowledge?
9) If your answer has been 'I don't
know' or 'no' or 'nothing' for any
of these questions, let me ask you
one last question: Where my brothers and sisters, my friends, do you
go from there?
THE END

□
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the last word

1.
i am not a woman not
a black & powerful she-bear
not overlooking the cliffs
waiting
waiting
for some fragile ship to reappear

i have no history of grievences & mistreatments
my fathers were never abused
never slaves
sober folk never revolutionaries
i have no reason to be proud no
reason not to be
if the snow wou Id start now
or the thunder stop
nothing wou Id change
arrows pass through me
i do not bleed
i am beaten
i do not wound
tell me you love me
i do not traffic in comp Iiments
sweetnesses or averings
i am like air you breathe me in
it does not matter
see
i am fast
you cannot touch me
i have nothing to be proud of
i am only here
here waiting
waiting
nothing will happen
it will not matter

2.

i do not come
from the best of families
nor the worst
i can spell squirrel
rabbit banana balloon
i have to deal with
dictionaries & old books
i have quick fingers
i do not ask for anything
i can walk forever my feet do not hurt
i can run for miles
without gasping
i am harder & faster
than a diamond saw
nothing that i say matters
i can stand here forever
waiting
waiting
i am very patient
i have good hearing
my arms are strong
i never get lost
i have no reason to be proud no
reason not to be
concerning some things i am quite acute
i can tell when it will rain
i can hear snow falling six hours away
i can find water
i know where there are fish
i can stay awake forever
i do not have to eat
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3.

5.

grandfather was always good
with a knife he could cut
his nails & shave with one
cut birds or faces from wood
skin a rabbit with one quick cut
he taught me wel I

i am waiting
waiting
waiting for nothing to happen

i can balance my knife on its point
throw it to stick in wood

i sharpen pencils repair lights & plumbing
shave doors to close
i spend time with knives looking
how clean & quick they are
i dream of knives flashing in the sun
waves of knives stars or rosebushes
i sharpen the blade on stone clean it on moss

i am a porcupine trailing its tail
through the woods to the graveyard
i find the shovels they use ford iggi ng
i gnaw the handles for the salt
you are afraid to touch me
i have nothing to be proud of
i am not afraid

you have to take care of your knives

i do not have to move this way
not quickly not by dark
i do not have to move to the train yards
i like the click the steel wheels make on the joints
of the rails like clocks ticking or bones
popping in & out of joint also
the sound of electricity racing through the wires
over the track like an electrocution

4.
i cannot say that it is about blue
that bothers me perhaps it is the unevenness
skies crinkle at the edges
blue paint goes on in pieces
blue knifeblades are made of cheap steel
they dull easily they chip on bone

6.

i am only here
waiting
waiting
dreaming of knives
dreaming often
nothing will happen
it will not matter
rd swets
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DIALOGUE REVIEWS

All the President's Sin
All the President's Men, by Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, Simon and
Schuster, 1974.
Perhaps not altogether an untoward
subject for a belated review, at least in
terms of the now winding down high
drama of Watergate, All the President's
Men is an epitaph, a summing up, of a
key journalistic period of the Watergate Coverup. Not that Carl Bernstein
and Bob Woodward (known together
as Woodstein) are in a position to conduct a post mortem (nor do they try);
but their period of involvement-back
in the early days-is over; over, but
still basic enough as preliminary to
what continues even a month after
Resignation to rate aptness as an object of attention.
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Some of us read, daily, of the continuing revelations by the Washington
Post, when the time was ripe for them
however many months ago. Woodstein
and the Post so dominated the market
of Watergate Coverage (W.C.) that people who did not read the Post itself
spent much time reading about the
Post in Time, the Times, Newsweek, or
whatever they read. Yet right now I sit
in the Chimes office at Calvin's sunny
campus and it is still summer vacation
(we like to get a head start on this
stuff) and the phone is ringing but I
ignore it because outside Young Calvinists have taken over our campus and
apostasy of apostasies the Chimes office itself has been converted into convention headquarters. I am here sur-

reptitiously except when lost Young
Calvinists wander in looking for their
lost meal badges and the phone rings.
And how many of their tan little
bodies even know that Woodward and
Bernstein have saved our republic as of
laws rather than as of men? And how
many of those known exactly how
they did it, why they did it and how
much loot they're going to come out
of it with? And how many of those
would be able to document what they
know without a copy of this book?
Not very many, I would wager.
What Woodstein have done, instead
of reporting on events, is turned back
the hands of time to report on themselves reporting on events. How did
they get this piece of information,

what color was Woodward's posh
Kharmann Ghia, how did they almost
get the lockup themselves for something very close to jury tampering?
Summarily, how does a working investigative reporter who wants riches,
fame, and money go about doing the
preliminary working segment of his
career?
Differently than most journalists,
apparently. Certainly not the same as
the "pack journalists" described by
Timothy Crouse in his book Boys on
the Bus. "Pack journalists" is how
Crouse describes most political reporters, who are forced to rely upon
"official releases" and thus must travel
wolf-like in packs at the heels of the
releasers of official releases in order to
earn their daily bread. Woodstein turn
the tables and take the initiative. They
turn Men into a Walter Winchell narrative of Elliot Ness's Untouchable activities. But they demonstrate too that
even hard core investigative reporting
is not glamorous, that day after day
they had to dig and reassemble fragments and sweat because they were
under pressure to produce because
Happiness is a story every day.
So how did two bright young men
from the Post penetrate the US government into its foulest morass, one
cannot but ask? They did it by realizing that other people worked there
and came out of it to sleep at night
and still have consciences and really
wanted to tell the Post about it if it
would save the two-party system and
freedom and justice for all. Thus a
large irony is that for all the noise
about the press, the press, and despite
the credit it deserves, most of the information used by Woodstein was uncovered only because of a desire by
some members of the government to
clean their own houses.
In all of this the story of How We
Did It emerges; but a feeling for the
profession, a "mood" of the profession does too. Most readers know the
skeleton of the story at the beginning
of the book, although some may have
known it more barely than others. By
the end of the book we not only have
the details of the chase; we have insights into the motivations of the reporters too, and an insider's perspective on what they do. Even more,
Woodstein describe their own attitudes
about the necessity of what they do
and the ethical problems posed by
some of their methods. Men is a selfconscious look by the press at itself,
both a self-evaluation and an apologia.
Peter Dykstra

Hands Across the Water

Stephen Spender

Love-Hate Relations: English and
American Sensibilities, by Stephen
Spender. Random House, 1974.
As the United States lurches uncertainly to its bicentennial celebration,
with its patriotic myths and reigning
nostalgia, this country's debts and ties
to its parent country-England-are increasingly forgotten. Behind the fa.
cade of "American self-reliance" and
the image of a unique, instant American culture is a long history of English
and American ties and counter-influ-

ences. Stephen Spender, an Englishman, provides a good reminder that
the American Revolution, on the cultural level, at least, did not end in
1776; Spender documents the vital
links-the love-hate relationshipsbetween our common but separate cultures and offers some real insight into
our shared literary tradition as well as
shared decay.
Spender, educated at Oxford and
presently a Professor of English at University College in London, is a
thorough Englishman, standing firmly
in the defense of traditional civilization. Though relying primarily on
sound literary · criticism, Spender's
book is more than a standard critique
of Englishandamerican literature. He
searches the sensibilities and consciousness of the two countries
through their literature-and approaches a realization of the seeming
collapse of civilized, humanistic, literate values in England and America.
To the first Americans, the British
were at an "immense advantage." England, and Europe in general, possessed tradition and learning, the
essence of refined civilization. The
American experience was a blank slate,
a void waiting to be filled. And though
most Americans were chiefly concerned with practical and economic
matters, those interested in the shape
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of the culture were faced with important and numerous choices. Though
sharing a common language with En. gland, the first Americans had to ask if
they should retain and build on European traditions and civilization or start
completely anew. Was a common language stronger than the barrier of geographical distance? Was the English
language a "dead" language, to be replaced by a vibr..1nt, new American
idiom? Was iambic pentameter the
secret weapon of English traditional
poetry against Americans and must
distinct American rhythms be found?
These were life and death questions to
those involved, but which was life and
which death: was it a matter of the
stagnant old civilization and the vibrant, potential new, or the rich, historically meaningful tradition and the
blank, empty new?
While some of America's early writers, Hawthorne and Melville among
them, managed to work out some
manner of compromise between the
tension of old and new, the emphasis
was often on the establishment of a
completely new body of tradition.
Walt Whitman proclaimed that "The
United States themselves are essentially the greatest poem"; he envisioned the possibilities of a great new
nation and urged the turning away
from the dead past. Spender, with less
than admiration, notes that

be established as a hallmark of American literature. Spender locates this
trend in the tension between history
and geography: in the closed established traditions, the past-tense objectivity of Europe, and the unlimited
future, the present-tense subjectivity
of America. The established worth of
the English masters was an "immense
advantage" to the "subjective consciousness, shut off from the past and
tradition ... of the inner world of self,
dreams, physical and spiritual life."
On each of these two pages, British
"wisdom" is declared to be an "immense advantage," but precisely what
that advantage is is not spelled out,
because, apparently, the Americans rejected it.
In this division, Spender locates an
important critical approach-the relevancy of biography to American literature.

What Whitman demanded ulti mately of Americans was that they
should spiritualize real estate. Exercising the poetic license of his barbaric yawp, he was saying in effect
to his contemporaries: "Stop looking at the European past and look
with me into myself, my body and
spirit, yourselves, your body and
spirit, and the American geography.

Spender seems to grind no particular
critical axe with this point, and certainly, the subjective is a key element
in evaluating the work of Emerson,
Thoreau, Melville, Whitman, Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Hart Crane and
Thomas Wolfe. The personal almost
becomes the essense in some of the
work of Mailer, Ginsberg, Berryman
and Roethke, as well as the current
Vonnegut and Brautigan.
The new American civilization that
was to arise in the nineteenth century
was not to be one that could easily
replace traditional European civilization. Though Edmund Wilson proffered that he had "derived a good deal
more benefit of the civilizing as well as
of the inspirational kind from the
admirable American bathroom than I
have from the cathedrals of Europe,"
American civilization was generally
not inspirational. Instead, there developed an American practicality-an
ability to materialize and "solutionize" almost any situation; "the
total dissolution of past into present
consciousness. Americanization became a threat-a cloud of potential
doom to Europe. Spender identifies

Ralph Waldo Emerson also saw the
need to channel the past, the achievements and traditions of the dead, into
the vibrant future of America. Though
strongly for a definite American tradition and extremely critical of the dead
and decadent European civilization,
Emerson was more ambivilent toward
the tensions than Whitman. He still
saw the need to travel to England to
draw from the "lifewater of civilization." He was to be followed by Henry
James and later TS Eliot and Ezra
Pound; their attitudes were less ambivalent-and America was to be rejected.
Though Emerson and Whitman's
beliefs in the power of the American
cultural future were challenged by
other writers, their tendency toward
subjective, personal writing seemed to
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More than the European ( except
for a Shellyean Romantic) the
American writer exists in his fiction
or poetry. In his work, objective
material
becomes
subjective,
whereas in English poetry and fiction, the subjective becomes objectified. As a result of the American
writer's subjective consciousness,
the reader feels a certain angst. Will
the writer be able to go on existing
in his writing? Will he not undergo
some
unfortunate
personality
change that will spoil it?

the source of it his doom, and of many
of today's woes: "Americanization is
European methods gone to America
where they take root and flourish so
excessively that they threaten every
other form of life."
One of the most serious attempts to
resolve some of the obvious tensions in
the American-English shared language
and culture was that of Henry James.
James, equating Americanism with
provincialism, made the big move to
London; it was there, he reasoned,
that one could best find the "geographical and historical center" from
which to utilize the English language
and European tradition. He sought the
creation of a true American-European
scene in his fiction and, indeed, in all
of his work.
To the newly-landed James, the
Americans left behind were "vulgar,
vulgar, vulgar," while the British were
"a people of character," with "energy,
capacity, and intellectual stuff in
ample measure." His well known lists
of the monuments and institutions of
Europe-ivy-clad cottages, cathedrals,
castles, Oxford, Cambridge, etc. etc.were contrasted with the bleakness
and provincialism of America. The
writer simply had a much vaster store
from which to draw in Europe, said
James.
But James' view of European civilization was to dim, in line with the
realities of the crumbling situation
there, and, in Spender's opinion, his
work showed the signs of this realization; the later / James novels were
marked by innJr tensions and ambiguity. In the end, James' reckoning for
American civilization called for either
a retention of culturally provincial
America-which took lessons in manners and language from England-in
the creation of an American aristocratic plutocracy.
Spender finds worth in James' ultimate visions:
... The values he created are the
most lucid and beautiful that any
great imagination has offered in
modern times. Those who complain
today of their inability to "communicate" and who live in a world
where everyone of intelligence and
sensibility is supposed to feel
"alienated," and where by "intercourse" all that is meant is depersonized sex, might do well to reflect on James' v1s1on of an
enchanted understanding between
people who have learned the speech
and acquired the standards of mutual considerateness.

James was followed to Europe by

TS Eliot and Ezra Pound. They, too,
sought the wisdom and resources of
European civilization, rejecting the
decadence and provincialism of America.
They,
too,
were
disappointed. The England they found
was dominated by growing industrialization and was colored radically by
the First World War. Dominating the
poetic scene were the Georgians, including Walter de la Mare, Robert
Bridges, Rupert Brooks, and Robert
Graves. Though serious about the profession of poetry, these men lacked a
vitality, they were to Pound merely
"food for anthologies." They utilized
the past, but usually to avoid the future. With the war pressing in on
Europe, they retreated further into a
"poetic little Englandism."
On the other hand, Pound and Eliot
insisted on making the past responsive
to the present. They were to write
"modern poetry in a contemporary
idiom, which tested the past as a living
contemporary experience:"
Stephen Spender's admiration of
Pound and Eliot's work is evident, but
it is limited; in the end, he adduces,
Pound and Eliot's grand aspirations
fell apart: "Pound and Eliot woke the
English poets out of their complacent
dreams, but Pound did not succeed in
making them Americans and Eliot did
not succeed in making them French
symbolists."
Pound and Eliot became Englishmen but their contributions also led
to ~hat Spender describes as the new
"American advantage." In the end,
their actions were paradoxical-they
left America because it had no center on which they could construct
their vision of civilization, but having reached Europe their imaginations told them that the old European civilization was dead. They
came to Europe for a new beginning and realized, in fact, an end.
The; also confronted the English
with this discovery. This had various results. One was to change the
nature of the patriotic theme of
search for the true England in English poetry. Another was to ~how
that these were the last Americans
who could come to Europe to build
a literature upon its civilization.
Another was perhaps to make a
younger generation of English writers turn from the ruins of Europe
to what they hoped would be the
civilization of the United States.

The world, since the First World
War, with all manner of changes and
catastrophes, is no longer easily analyzed in the manner of Spender's usual
approach. And Spender's documenta-

tion of the era from Eliot to the present, like the age itself, is not precise;
"English Threnody, American Tragedy" completes Love-Hate Relations
somewhat less than adequately.
The English period of lamentation
is marked most notably by the tension
between the "poet-novelists" and the
"materialists." Though still very concerned about searching out a vision of
the true England, the poet-novelists reaffirmed "life"-specifically, the individual in opposition to business and
industry. Virginia Woolf, D H Lawrence, E M Forster and James Joyce
injected a good measure of vitality
into the bleak English literary scence;
they confronted "the prison of the
contemporary with the imagined life
of the past." Spender chooses to emphasize this affirmation of English history, and the poet-novelists' tensions
with the materialistic writings of
Arnold Bennet, H G Wells, and John
Galsworthy rather than the experi'
mental breakthroughs
of the p-n ,s. Especially in the cases of Woolf and
Joyce, his reluctance is unfortunate;
their experiments were certainly important in the developing idiom of the
modern American novel and deserve to
be considered in a book of this nature.
Meanwhile, Americans were still
looking for civilization, looking for
something beyond the stinking mess of
America, and, with the advent of
World War I, looking to save civilization in Europe. But the American
ambulance drivers-including Hemingway, Dos Passos, E E Cummings,
Dashiel Hammett, and Malcolm
Cowley-"in their role of rescuers
(they) could not, least of all in France,
become part of the European culture.
They remained always les Americans.
They had seen Europe when it was
scarcely possible to accept it as a superior civilization.
Spender labels the group of postworld War II American poets, including the "beats" and San Francisco
poets, and "orgasmics." These writers
carried to extremes the same impulses
for "life" versus the materialistic
forces that the "poet-novelists" in England did. But though Spender acknowledges that the extreme decay of
their society led to their excesses, it
appears that he also identifies their
excesses with the decay of civilization.
And, though labeling his picture of
America a caricature, one wonders if
the following scene does not reflect
some of Spender's biases:

low cloud-ceiling, dense and packed
with power. The clouds, on inspection, would be seen to consist of
bombing planes, intercontinental
ballistic missiles, the polluted atmosphere of cities, the immense
hordes of automobile and other
goods poured forth by industry,
carried into the air on wings of advertising. In the cityscape below
there would be, scarcely noticed
among the hurrying to-and-fro
bodies of the "silent majority,"
small howling mobs of shrieking
malcontents, the mind-blown hippies with fists and voices quivering
in protest against the accumulated
powers packed against them-a
great shriek of dreams and obscenities and passion.

Spender laments, further, that the
reversal of "the immense advantage"
to America takes form now in the English today going to America "to be
immersed within the contemporaneous
energy of the shape of things to
come." He sees three possibilities for
the British today: a studied provincial-"fortress England"; becoming exiles, living within the language rat~er
than in a certain place; or of accepting
"the internationalism of the concept
of 'life forces' which are arrayed
against those of death." Cryptically,
he cautions, "Perhaps the English can
maintain distance and sanity."
In the end, Spender's excellent
perusal of American and English sensibilities is an affirmation of the values
of humanism and a plea for the preservation of "the best that has been
written and thought."
If we think of our own lives-here,
now-as intervals of self-awareness,
and of ourselves-who say "I" as
the temporary lessees of bodies
which are bounded within the span
of our generation then we are but
the most recent lessees of similar
bodies preceding ours and of similar
ones to come after .... We are the
momentary organs of sensibility of
what is redeemable of the whole of
human existence.

To shove aside past achievements
and institutions ("measures of the
capacity of man to be aware of life")
is to "accept the idea that the main
characteristic of human existence is to
create a present which supersedes all
pasts-supersedes them, even if it does
so by being inferior. It is to mistake
life for the machinery of living."
John Ottenhoff

There would be, above the plains of
the great, mostly flat continent a
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